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 A: You have your code on the wrong drive. In the location you are trying to place it, there is no application folder. You need to
go to H:\ and then select the Debug folder (the name will change, it will be named something like d:\debug\vintage.exe). I am

assuming that you are on a Windows 7 machine. In Windows 7 the default is that Debug files are not copied into the installation
folder, but the application is always run from the Program Files folder (the name will be something like C:\Program

Files\GumTree\vintage.exe) Another clue you will find is that in some of the menus you see the application name GumTree,
while others you see Vintage. If you want to get your code onto your USB, you'll have to copy the folder over manually.
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Alternatively, you can modify the AppData\Roaming\GumTree\Application\Settings.xml file, which stores the Windows
settings for the application, to add the path of the USB drive to the location of the source code file. This means that the

application will try to access the code from the USB drive on startup. If you do want to install to the installation folder, then you
will need to change the target location in the Copy Application Properties dialog (or right click on the icon and select

properties). Q: Maven - groupId is not defined I created a maven project. I tried to run: mvn clean install Then I got this error:
[INFO] Scanning for projects... [INFO] [INFO] ------------------------------------------------------------------------ [INFO] Building
MyFirstProject 1.0.0 [INFO] [INFO] --- maven-clean-plugin:2.4.1:clean (default-clean) @ MyFirstProject --- [INFO] Deleting

D:\Apps\Java\MyFirstProject\target [INFO] --- maven-resources-plugin:2.6:resources (default-resources) 82157476af
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